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ABSTRACT

Talk This Way: A Look at the Historical Conversation Between Hip-Hop and Christianity

by

Joshua Swanson

Christianity and Hip-Hop culture are often said to be at odds with one another. One is said to promote a lifestyle of righteousness and love, while the other is said to promote drugs, violence, and pride. As a result, the public has portrayed these two institutions as conflicting with no willingness to resolve their perceived differences. This paper will argue that there has always been a healthy conversation between Hip-Hop and Christianity since Hip-Hop’s inception. Using sources like Hip-Hop lyrics, theologians, historians, autobiographies, sermons, and articles that range from Ma$e to Tipper Gore, this paper will look at the conversation between Hip-Hop and Christianity that has been ongoing for decades. This thesis will show why that conversation is essential for the church and necessary for Hip-Hop artists to express themselves fully. This paper will show rap and Hip-Hop culture to be a complex institution with its own theology, history, and prophets – that uses its own voice to express how urban youth view not only their lives but also how God and the church are present in their lives.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Hip-Hop was first given birth to in the party scene of the Bronx. After its inception, the streets of New York City grew and molded Hip-Hop. There were many different periods and stages of Hip-Hop. Still, through each period, certain stereotypes remained fluid and ever-present in the eyes of mainstream American culture. These stereotypes made many see Hip-Hop as misogynistic, hyper-masculine, violent, drug-filled, and controversial. Critics of Rap often portray the genre in a negative light; therefore, Hip-Hop, as a whole, was hardly seen as compatible with Christianity. However, there are many examples of Christian influence on Hip-Hop and Hip-Hop artists that Christian often overlook. While negative stereotypes of the genre are not entirely unfounded, conversations between Hip-Hop and Christianity has led to great strides in the formation of the way people who identify with Hip-Hop culture view God, the church, and themselves.

People must place these conversations must within the proper historical context. The public mostly misunderstood the art form, as the music genre continued to grow. The youth created Hip-Hop as an outlet. It helped them understand their place in the world, but also it helped them understand each other. Therefore, older members of communities where Hip-Hop was popular did not understand or respect the art form. This misunderstanding caused clashes between the dominant cultural expression in these communities, the church, and a new counterculture, which would be named Hip-Hop. These clashes would lead to misunderstandings and misrepresentations of the new art form by those who refused to take the art form seriously. Therefore, in chapter one explores the history and formation of Hip-Hop as a culture and art form.
As Hip-Hop grew in popularity, it gathered more attention from people far removed from the culture. As a result of this new popularity, Hip-Hop found itself becoming America’s scapegoat for what they saw as unruly behavior by followers of the culture. This demonization of the culture would further fuel the separation between mainstream culture and urban culture. Thus, it would also impact how the masses received Hip-Hop. Chapter 2 primarily focuses on framing this narrative.

Demonizing Hip-Hop forced the outside world to see the culture as something in need of being saved or discarded. Many politicians, church leaders, and activists took strong stances against the emerging art form. Some believed that it could be saved and reformed through censorship; however, others believed that Hip-Hop was a culture sent from the devil to corrupt the minds of black youth. In demonizing the art form, the detractors also remove the agency of the art form. Detractors take this sophisticated culture and reduce it into loud, vulgar, and profane noise with little to no redeeming qualities.

These attempts to silence Hip-Hop through court cases, protests, articles, and censorship provide ample evidence of the result of the demonization of Hip-Hop by outside forces. In placing the less desirable aspects of the culture at the forefront of their complaints, critics of the genre trap the music and culture in a never-ending battle to either prove it is different from stereotypes or to embrace these stereotypes. There are negative stereotypes about the culture that are true; nevertheless, commentators shining a spotlight solely on those perceived negative aspects of the culture removes exposure to positive aspects of the same culture.
Many of these positive facets of Hip-Hop art consistently overlooked by mainstream America because it does not fit into the narrative they created about the genre and culture. Chapter 3 addresses these complaints. As Hip-Hop is being labeled as demonic and devil’s culture by pastors, we find a theology formed from Hip-Hop culture. We hear songs that question traditional interpretation of scripture, church policy, and religious institutions.

Hip-Hop has always had positive and negative aspects; however, the public did not explore them in the same way. The public would show negative facets of Hip-Hop in various forms of media, politicians and activists would discuss the culture’s legitimacy, people would attempt to regulate the way the culture expressed itself, and dominant cultures in the United States would condemn it. On the other hand, portions of Hip-Hop that counteracted the narratives shown by opponents of Hip-Hop are primarily ignored, directly resulting in the muzzling of these positive aspects people wanted.

These positive portions of Hip-Hop culture have found their way into many churches. Pastors and worship leaders have begun to incorporate the culture into their services by changing worship songs, worship services, and scripture readings to reflect Hip-Hop culture. In doing this, these churches have found new ways to reach and speak to the youth. These churches have begun to use Christian Hip-Hop in a similar way to how other churches use Christian rock music. However, since these churches tend to be located in and focus primarily on urban environments, they believe their target audience would respond better to Hip-Hop rather than rock music.

In representing Hip-Hop culture in the church, many of these churches and church leaders hope to reach people they have never reached before. In reaching these
people and changing their lives, the church can spread the message of Jesus Christ and change lives in the process. Many of these churches have accomplished this goal. This goal is the focus of chapter four. Ma$e, formally known as Murda Ma$e, and Malice, now known as No-Malice, were some of the more prominent Hip-Hop artists of their respective eras. Hip-Hop fans see each as a representation of a decade in the music genre. Fans see them as representations because both of these artists have at least one album that reached the top five on the top Billboard charts in the decades in which they were first active.

Another aspect that they both have in common is that they both had a dramatic conversion to Christianity that impacted their careers as a Hip-Hop artist at one point in their life. While they both had a conversion, the outcome of their conversions to Christianity was, in many ways, different. Their conversion stories make these artists, exceptional cases in the history of Hip-Hop and thus subject to a closer look. In following their respective stories, the reader will see how Hip-Hop receives Christians.

In the final chapter, the concept of a “Christian Rapper” appears. This term may appear to be self-explanatory, but it is not—many rappers whom the world considers Christian rappers do not like this term. Rap artists like Lecrae and NF believe that Christianity is a part of who they are, but the term does not define their genre of music. These artists and similar artists challenge the notion of what the public considers Christian music. These are artists who make music that a large portion of their fanbase would consider Christian music; however, the artists themselves see it as a different genre.
On the other hand, some artists make music that most of the world would consider secular or even profane. Nevertheless, they make music that has heavy Christian or religious themes in their music. These artists have redefined the concept of the sacred, profane, and gospel. By these musicians crossing genres that have historically been at odds, they remove the stigma of this concept. Some artists have gone far enough into the gospel music genre that they have begun changing the landscape of the gospel genre. The conversation between Hip-Hop in Christianity has a long and complicated history. It was born as Hip-Hop was born and has continued as the culture has grown and matured. This is a portion of that conversation.
CHAPTER 2. A LOOK AT HIP-HOP HISTORY

What is Hip-Hop? Clive Campbell, also known as DJ Kool Herc, the founder of Hip-Hop, stated, “People talk about the four Hip-Hop elements: DJing, B-Boying, MCing, and Graffiti. I think that there are far more than those: the way you walk, the way you talk, the way you look, the way you communicate.”\(^1\) Could there possibly be a better way of defining Hip-Hop than by getting a quote directly from the man who started it all? The words “Hip-Hop” and “Rap” are not synonymous, as Rap is just one aspect of Hip-Hop; however, in this paper, we will use Hip-Hop to refer to the music and the culture as a whole. Hip-Hop culture divides itself into DJing, B-Boying (dancing), MCing (rapping), and Graffiti (physical art); however, many see it as an entire culture, just as DJ Kool Herc described. This culture took off and became a worldwide sensation, but it did not start there.

Historians trace Hip-Hop’s origins to a party thrown by Cindy Campbell, sister of Clive Campbell, in the West Bronx during the summer of 1973. Cindy wanted to throw a party to make extra money to buy back-to-school clothes. So, she enlisted her brother, who was known as a local DJ, to help her throw the party. Clive had an impressive set up on his speakers to make the speakers extremely loud. He knew the party-goers with love that. Their love increased with the combination of the atmosphere of the party, songs that he played, the loudspeakers, and Clive’s voice booming over the speakers. They were an instant success.\(^2\)

---

2 Ibid., 67-70.
Clive attributed much of his success to the different songs that he would find and play at parties. Part of his strategy was not to share his records with anyone else. As a result of this, the only way a person would be able to hear these songs was to come to a party that he was DJing. This strategy would help fuel demand for his parties. Herc explained this mindset in an interview he did with Terry Gross on Fresh Air radio on NPR.

You don’t want everybody to go down the block. You want them to come to you. There’s no choice. You got to come to you to hear it. That’s why they call it exclusive. So, you can’t tell everybody the record because if everybody got the record they won’t come to see you or hear you. Why go there when you can hear it down here? If I get a new record right now and it’s the bomb nobody going to get the name until I rep it. Until my name is attached to it. So, if any DJ play it everybody will say, “We heard Herc play that first.” I’m going to dog it until I get my name attached to it.³

This approach became a common marketing strategy amongst DJs at that time. Each DJ had their specialized record that partygoers could only hear at their party. Kool Herc’s signature song was Apache by The Incredible Bongo Band.⁴

This strategy paid off for Herc as he would remain the undisputed king of the genre for years. Herc had mastered the art of throwing a party, but he also had mastered the demand for parties. Herc stated that he would not throw a party until enough people asked him to. It was not until the masses desired a party that it was worth throwing. He did this because Herc was not interested in the money or notoriety

⁴ Ibid
that could be gained by DJing. He simply wanted to provide a good time for people and make sure his parties were fun and worth attending.  

Campbell, not being a fan of fame and not being money-hungry, led to him living in a bit of obscurity. Most historians and Hip-Hop pioneers will acknowledge that Kool Herc is the originator of Hip-Hop culture; however, he is not the most famous DJ of that time. Many would give that title to either Grandmaster Flash or Afrika Bambaataa. This lack of notoriety is partly because these two DJs went beyond DJing and eventually made rap records. Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five would go onto create The Message, one of the most influential and important songs in rap history. Afrika Bambaataa would record Planet Rock, which would peak at 48 on the billboard top 100.

Instead of recording Herc would continue to DJ all over the world. Herc touring the world would lead him to believe that he is far more prevalent in Europe than he is in America. However, he does not seem to be discouraged by this idea. He takes solace in being the originator of the culture. “I don’t have to make a record to be known,” the DJ said when asked about his legacy being impacted by not making a record, “My record is Hip-Hop.” Campbell continued to inform us that he has attributed more to the world than a single record. He brought forth the culture of Hip-Hop. “When they record finish playing, it’s forgotten about, but when they check the record of who started the culture,

5 Ibid.
only one name going to come to it… Nobody can take that from me.” Herc emphatically states that he does not regret not making a record; however, record making is where Hip-Hop would focus on next.

Hip-Hop took off from this point and continually gained the support of the masses. The Sugar Hill Gang scored the first successful Hip-Hop song with *Rapper’s Delight* in 1979, 6 years after the legendary party that started Hip-Hop. The culture would make a tremendous jump in the 1980s from relatively unknown underground culture stuck in poor neighborhoods in New York City to spread throughout the country vastly. In the 1970s, many of the biggest names in rap music were still relatively local; however, with the success of artists like the Run-DMC, Beastie Boys, Tone-Loc, and NWA, the music genre and culture would leave the sidelines and be recognized by the outside world.

Kurtis Walker, better known by his stage name Kurtis Blow, would lead Hip-Hop into the 1980s as one of the art form’s most successful artists. He would push the art form to be more than what it had been. This push caused the art form to evolve not just artistically, but the way it was produced and consumed. Kurtis Blow would step on the scene with the song, The Breaks. This song would be a monumental success. It would make Blow the first rapper to sign to a major label, receive a gold record for rap, tour the United States and Europe, create a rap music video, and most shockingly make him the

---

8 ibid
Blow’s success showed that rap music had the opportunity to be a lasting and highly profitable genre of music.

Two young men from New York would see the opportunity for Hip-Hop to become more than it is and form the first major record label that focused predominantly on Hip-Hop music. These two young men, Russel Simmons and Rick Rubin, would form the record label, Def Jam, in Rick’s dorm room. Def Jam would rule the early 1980s Hip-Hop scene and beyond. Before the founding of the label, Simmons was already a party promoter in New York and a music manager of acts such as Run DMC, Whodini, and Kurtis Blow. Rubin, a young music producer, was already part of a new band called the Beastie Boys. He was also, already in talks with rapper, LL Cool J. Def Jam would dominate the charts for decades to come and set the groundwork for what it means to be a music label that would focus on Hip-Hop culture and music.

Def Jam continues to spread its’ influence while the genre continues to grow. Even with the newfound popularity of rap music, it would take until 1987 for the first Hip-Hop album to reach number one on the Billboard charts. Def Jam’s group, The Beastie Boys’, Licensed to Ill, would be the ones to claim this prize. Licensed to Ill would prove to be a monumental success. Following their tour with Madonna, the Beastie Boys’ Licensed to Ill would eventually go on to sell 10 million albums in 2015. Run-DMC would be the next Def Jam artist to reach a milestone by having the first Hip-Hop song to reach top 5 on the Billboard chart with Walk this Way, a collaboration with Aerosmith.

---


The Hip-Hop mega-group partnered with Aerosmith to produce one of the biggest rap songs of all time. This song would launch the historic group into unprecedented space for a rap act. They became the undisputed Kings of Rap for several years and defined much of the look and sound of the culture moving forward. To close out the decade, Tone Loc became the first solo rapper to chart number one on the Billboard Top albums with *Loc-ed After Dark* in 1989.\(^\text{11}\)

The success of rappers continued to climb in the early 1990s as MC Hammer released his third studio album *Please Hammer Don’t Hurt Em*. This album would stay number one on the charts for a record of twenty-one weeks. This run is more than any Hip-Hop album even to this day. Only eight albums have been at number one longer than *Please Hammer Don’t Hurt Em*. It would also be the first Hip-Hop album ever to go diamond.\(^\text{12}\) 1990 also saw the release of Vanilla Ice’s “Ice Ice Baby,” which became the first-ever Hip-Hop song to become number one on Billboards Top 100.

Vanilla Ice and MC Hammer were proof that Hip-Hop could cross over to mainstream America. There were instances of artists or songs crossing over before; however, these two acts were purely mainstream American culture. It was common for fans to see MC Hammer on advertisements, television, or at sporting events. MC Hammer was so successful in crossing over that at one point; he had his own Saturday morning cartoon, Hammerman.

---


\(^{12}\) To sell at least 10,000,000 albums
Hip-Hop had officially gone from ‘a nice little hood thing’ to a chance for corporations to make money and acknowledge what was built by these artists.\textsuperscript{13} This change would come about primarily because of a move by Russell Simmons. In 1986, Run-DMC’s song, “My Adidas,” became a smash hit. Russell Simmons noticed that many of the group’s fans had begun copying the group’s signature style, which meant more profits for Adidas; however, the rap group nor the label would share in any of this profit. Simmons saw an opportunity to partner with the brand, so he met with executives from the fashion brand and asked for them to sponsor Run-DMC. The Adidas executives were unsure about partnering with the group because they thought rap music was a fad and a bad look for their brand. In response to this, Simmons invited these German executives to attend a Run-DMC concert.\textsuperscript{14} At one point during the concert, a member of Run-DMC instructed the audience, “Okay, everybody in the house, rock your Adidas!” At that moment, fans lifted 3,000 pairs of Adidas into the air. When the executives saw the power of rap music to sell their brand, they immediately reached for the checkbooks to sign the group.\textsuperscript{15}

Corporations would tag many rap artists to be ambassadors for different brands throughout the 1990s. It would be common for a person to turn on their television and see KRS-One and MC Shan on a Sprite commercial, MC Hammer in a Pepsi

\textsuperscript{13} A reference to Andre 3000’s commentary on black culture, rather it be jazz, Hip-Hop, or anything else, starting off as something no one wants only to be stolen by Hollywood elites when it becomes popular. Andre claims that is when it becomes uncool. The irony in this quote is that Hip-Hop reached Hollywood decades ago and is not over yet.

\textsuperscript{14} Naomi Klein, \textit{No Logo: Taking Aim at the Brand Bullies} ((New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1999), 74.

commercial, or Kid N Play in a Sprite commercial. Even further in 1992, Barbie released Rappin’ Rockin’ Barbie, complete with a commercial full of young girls rapping and dancing while trying to sell the doll. Long gone were the days that companies shied away from being associated with Hip-Hop culture. This openness is partly due to the new marketing flavor of the 1990s. Brands began to understand that one of the most significant factors in whether their brand would sell is the brand’s cool factor, and at this point, companies mined urban culture for its cool factor.

Some companies even had a name for mining, urban culture for the next fad. Nike called this action “bro-ing.” To gauge how new Nike apparel would be received, Nike employees would go to inner-city neighborhoods and would show their new items. After seeing the reaction of the people of the community, the Nike marketing team would decide if they would release the items. The term “bro-ing” came from the strategy of the marketing team. They would go to predominantly black neighborhoods in large cities and say, “Hey, bro, check out the shoes.” They understood that brands meant a lot to many of the people in the community.

Searching in black communities to see what styles and trends were coming up would be called “cool hunting.” Naomi Klein argues that “cool hunting” is simply a term that means “black culture hunting.” She states, “The truth is that the ‘got to be cool’ rhetoric of the global brands is, more often than not, an indirect way of saying ‘got to be

---

17 Naomi Klein, No Logo: Taking Aim at the Brand Bullies, 75.
18 ibid
black.\textsuperscript{19} To help their brands become more cool many designers began to stop persecuting people from bootlegging their clothes. Stussy, Hilfiger, Polo, DKNY, Nike, and others saw this as a marketing technique. The idea behind this was that if more people saw the company's logo, more people would desire it and wear it. Brands primarily saw these knock off designer outfits in African American neighborhoods, so to allow them to continue would bump the cool factor of the brand. Brands went as far as to allow people to shoplift in hopes of raising the profile of their brand. These tactics launched Tommy Hilfiger from white-preppy wear to a brand that black culture integrated with Hip-Hop culture and cool culture in the 1990s.

Hip-Hop had become a valuable and acceptable art form by mainstream culture in the 1990s. This profit and acceptance would be no different in the 2000s. The crossover appeal of the genre began to be even more noticeable to the outside world, especially with the emergence of a young MC from Detroit, Michigan that went by the name Eminem. Marshall Mathers, better known by Eminem or Slim Shady, became the first rapper to have back-to-back albums that went diamond.\textsuperscript{20} Eminem would go on to become one of the highest-selling artists of all time selling over 220 million records globally. He is also the only artist to have eight albums consecutively debut at number one on the Billboard 200.\textsuperscript{21} Mathers' ability to crossover and make Hip-Hop a permanent sound in suburban households across the country was unprecedented. He

\textsuperscript{19} Ibid, 74
\textsuperscript{20} These would be the Marshall Mathers LP released in 2000 and the Eminem Show released in 2002.
would dominate the decade as the highest-selling artist across all genres, just edging out the Beatles.²²

Rap music would continue to rise throughout the decade. Acts like 50 Cent, Ja Rule, Nelly, Lil Jon, T.I, Kanye West, Soulja Boy, and Ludacris would lead the genre to places it had never been. The public would push Rap artists and Hip-Hop culture into the forefront of American culture. Sean “P. Diddy” Combs became the face of a voter campaign urging the youth to vote in both the 2004 and 2008 elections. Kanye West informed the world that George Bush did not care about black people. 3-6 Mafia surprised the world, winning an Oscar for “It’s Hard Out Here for a Pimp.” The 2000s was the largest and most visible decade for Hip-Hop thus far.

There was no turning back now. Hip-Hop had become a staple in American culture and had found its way into international popularity. Hip-Hop was here to stay. However, Hip-Hop did not remain as it was. It continued to grow and has now become the top-selling genre of music in the world today. In 2017, for the first time, Hip-Hop surpassed Rock-and-Roll as the most consumed genre of music. “Consumed genre of music” accounts for the number of albums sold and “album equivalent streaming figures.” Eight out of ten of the most popular artists in 2017 were a part of the Hip-Hop/RnB genre of music with two rappers, Drake and Kendrick Lamar, taking the top two spots, respectively. During 2017, there was a 72% increase in on-demand audio

streaming for the Hip-Hop genre. The genre has come a long way from a party in the Bronx to a world-wide phenomenon. This rise to the top of the charts, however, was not done without controversy. As much as one side of American culture loved Hip-Hop, there was another side that fought it at every turn.

CHAPTER 3. CRITICIZED AND DEMONIZED

“We’re not against rap, we’re not against rappers, but we are against those thugs.” Many raps fans know these words to be the intro to Bone Thugs-N-Harmony’s 1994 song Thuggish Ruggish Bone where Pastor Calvin O. Butts directed statements against gangsta rappers. This quote may be the most famous sound bite of anti-rap rhetoric amongst fans of the genre; however, many have not heard the full statement. “Who disgrace our community, our women, who disgrace our culture, and who have absolutely nothing of redemptive value to offer. Except, the legacy of violence, sexual assault, and foul language.”

In this statement, Pastor Butts expresses the thoughts of many people across the United States. Even in his denial that he was not against rap or rappers, he launched an attack on both by claiming to be against the image that was critics portrayed those of Hip-Hop culture to have during that period. Many did not see the side of Hip-Hop that championed self-love, black love, or consciousness; however, detractors were well versed with the section of rap that they saw as promoting violence, hypersexuality, sexual assault, and foul language. This chapter will focus on examples of the demonization of Hip-Hop in these specific areas.

The culture was able to be demonized because while Hip-Hop was gaining popularity in mainstream America, people saw Hip-Hop as still being seen as a part of the counterculture to many people. We now see and understand Hip-Hop as a culture within itself, but people did not always view Hip-Hop in that light. Hip-Hop began as an

emerging culture situated in urban ghettos and defined by young black youth. These young people were often used to being criticized and marginalized by not only society as a whole, but also the older generations who did not seem to understand this new Hip-Hop generation. This rift led to how mainstream America would view Hip-Hop culture and music.

Younger people largely spearheaded hip-Hop. It began as a scene for young kids to party at and grew mostly because young people gravitated towards it. Young people being the leading voices in the culture led to a bit of rawness that was not present in other forms of music at that time. Bakari Kitwana reasons that what we view as Hip-Hop culture was formed primarily due to six critical catalysts for change that took place within the 1980s and 1990s. First, black youth were more likely to be seen as part of popular culture. Secondly, outsiders globalized the culture for profit. Thirdly, the persistent segregation in an America that preaches inclusivity. Fourth, public policies that impact the criminal justice system, especially drug laws. The fifth is the media representation of young African-Americans. Lastly, would be the overall shift in the quality of life for young African-Americans.

These fundamental issues would lead to a shift in thought and action in young African-Americans of that time. Many were feeling unheard and unseen in a culture that pretended to acknowledge them and their way of life while continually stabbing them in the back. As Hip-Hop culture grew and expanded, so did its influence. However, instead

---

25 Rawness denotes that the music and culture was aggressive, uncensored, and intense. This “rawness” comes as a direct reflection of the communities and situations the culture was birthed from.  
of America embracing inner-city culture, Hip-Hop culture was often demonized while being consumed by the very people who were demonizing it. As droves of people were buying Rap music, the country, communities, and schools were also passing laws and ordinances to ban clothes, hairstyles, and fashion primarily worn by those who are a part of Hip-Hop culture.

This love-hate relationship with urban culture became an ever-growing problem as the demonization of Hip-Hop culture grew to the point of detractors blaming high-profile crimes on Hip-Hop music. On April 19, 1989, a white woman was raped and almost beaten to death in New York City’s Central Park. The police rounded up five young black men and accused them of the rape and attempted murder of the young woman. Police officers claimed that the young men were “wilding,” which was a reference to Tone Loc’s hit song “Wild Thing.” The officers believed that this act of violence was a part of the culture that Hip-Hop had created, and these young men were a part of that culture, so they must have participated in it. These young men, known as the central park five.27

This case became a prevalent case in New York City. Chief of Detectives Robert Colangelo spoke about the incident the day after the attack. He stated that he did not believe that any of the children went to the park intending to rape anyone that night; however, in his statement, Colangelo would say a phrase that would frame much of the case. Colangelo would release to the press that the boys had intended to go “wilding” without understanding the term. The Chief of Detectives would say, “They just said, ‘We

were going wilding.’ In my mind at this point, it implies that they were going to go raise hell.” While leaning on an implication, Colangelo would admit, “it’s not a term that we in the police had heard before.” However, this would still lead to the New York Times to associate the term with crime and criminal activity. David E. Pitt would write at the beginning of the article, “the 20 youths brought in for questioning had told investigators that the crime spree was the product of a pastime called ‘wilding.'”

This phrasing would link the “wilding” to crime in much of America’s mind. These articles and fearmongering would lead to fear in the eyes of much of White America, over the possibility of black children wilding. White America’s fears multiplied when reports came out that the suspects continued to sing Tone Loc’s *Wild Thing* while they were in prison. The media had begun a campaign to paint the young boys as monsters and less than human. Pete Hamill of the New York Post painted a vivid picture:

> These kids came into Central Park from the north on Wednesday evening and according to the cops, they had a loose plan of battle to go “wilding” against the rich. The details didn’t matter because there was no script. But they were coming downtown from a world of crack, welfare, guns, knives, indifference, and ignorance. They were coming from a land with no fathers. They were coming from schools where cops must guard the doors. They were coming from the anarchic province of the poor. And driven by a collective fury, brimming with the rippling energies of youth, their minds teeming with the violent images of the streets and the movies. They had only one goal: to smash, hurt, rob, stomp, rap. The enemies were rich. The enemies were white. The enemies own things. The enemies were other people.

Hamill, like much of the media, was in a rush to paint this case as wild young black men attempting to cause as much trouble as they possibly could at the expense of

---


a young white woman. Much of Hamill’s accusations were completely unfounded, yet that did not stop the media from portraying the boys in such a light. Other reporters described the boys as “bloodthirsty,” “animals,” “savages,” and “human mutations.”

The result of these children wilding had turned them into less than human.

These accusations and the increased media spotlight on the vulgarity of Hip-Hop led to Tipper Gore, wife of former Vice-President Al Gore, to write an article for the *Washington Post* entitled *Hate, Rape, and Rap*. In the article, she accuses rap of promoting sexism, racism, and anti-Semitism. Gore quotes an Ice-T verse from his song *The Iceberg* to show the vulgarity of Hip-Hop. The lines in question are about Ice-T’s DJ Evil E. “Evil E was out coolin’ with a freak one night/ Fucked a bitch with a flashlight/ Pulled it out and left the batteries in/ So he could get a charge when he begin/ Used his dick, the shit was tight/ Bitch’s titties start blinkin’ like tail lights.”

The line’s humor fell short to Gore, who saw this as an example of the degradation of our society.

She references Ice-T’s appearance on the *Oprah Winfrey Show* as an example of the terrible influence that Hip-Hop is having on the youth. Gore saw Ice-T’s attempt to justify his lyrics as futile and harmful. She claimed that even if ‘we’ did not get the joke, did we want our children to get the joke or understand it.

In her eyes, Ice-T’s song was harmful because of the impact that it could have on the youth of this country. She quotes a woman from the audience informed told Ice-T that his song “was about as

---


31 Ice-T, *The Iceberg, 1989*

32 The we she is referring to essentially everyone in American society. She contrast the readers of her article with those who agree with and/or understand Ice-T’s position, art, and comedy.
funny as a song about lynching black men.” She does not accuse Ice-T of promoting rape; however, she does claim that his music and music genre are desensitizing the youth to rape, violence, racism, sexism, and anti-Semitism.

Tipper continues her article by discussing the anti-Semitism in the Hip-Hop community. She cites an instance where Professor Griff of Public Enemy had an interview with the Washington Times, where he stated that “Jews are wicked.” Even though Professor Griff is not a rapper, Gore makes a point to point out that he is associated with the popular rap group. She points to this as an example of Hip-Hop culture allowing anti-Semitism with no repercussion even though Professor Griff was fired for his remarks soon after he made them. Chuck D, the leader of Public Enemy, also came out to say that Griff’s words do not represent the beliefs of the group.

The real enemy is a system, not a people… We aren’t anti-Jewish, we aren’t anti-anybody. We’re pro-black, pro-black culture, and pro-human race… Professor Griff’s responsibility as Minister of Information was to faithfully transmit those values to everybody. In practice, he sabotaged those values.

The controversial group would continue to spread their message and remain popular to this day.

Tipper Gore states that she is in favor of the first amendment; however, she seems to be calling for censorship in music because of the suggestive lyrics. As teens and young people gravitate towards Hip-Hop, many older adults began to become

---

34He was reinstated later, but was largely kept from communicating on behalf of the group.
worried about the impact of this musical genre on children. Betty Winfield states that many believed that listening to such music could lead to children “modeling of bizarre behavior, as well as imitating alien sounds, speaking taboo words, emulating violent lyrics, fulfilling sexual desires, copying the performers’ outlandish antics and being overwhelmed by extreme audience reactions.”

Gore and many others would rally behind the cry “what about the children” when it came to the vulgarity of rap lyrics.

These cries became the least worries of the Hip-Hop community as forces began to attempt to censor the art form through more than parental advisory stickers or protest. Instead, they organized to involve the United States government to put an end to the genre. This censorship was attempted through two separate court cases that tried to force rap artists to clean up their songs and lyrics. These cases would be Skyywalker Records v. Navarro (1990) and Davidson v. Time Warner (1997). Both cases focused on if rap music was considered obscene because of “vulgar” lyrics about violence and sexuality. In these cases, the people wanted rap artists to be held accountable for the subjects they discussed in their art form.

Skyywalker Records v. Navarro was the first of these cases. Luther Campbell, also known as Uncle Luke, was the lead band member and producer of the rap group 2 Live Crew. The group was known for its sexually explicit lyrics, which did not sit well with many people. In 1989 they released their second studio album As Nasty as They Wanna Be under Campbell’s Skyywalker Records. The album would go on to be a huge success becoming the first southern rap album to go platinum. However, it is far more

---

known for being the first album to be declared legally obscene by a court on June 6, 1990. Federal judge Jose Gonzalez stated that “[As Nasty as They Wanna Be] is an appeal to dirty thoughts and the loins, not to the intellect and the mind.”

The album had sold over 1.2 million copies before any courts had begun to look at it as obscene until an evangelical Christian lawyer from Miami, Jack Thompson, began to campaign against the album. He started sending copies of the lyrics to then Florida governor Bob Martinez and the sheriffs of 65 counties in the state. After his campaign album says began to pick up again, causing the album to sell over 800,000 more copies. Bruce Rogow, 2 Live Crew’s lead lawyer, credits Jack Thompson with the influx of sales and interest in the album. He claimed, “This record would have gone away if Jack Thompson had not brought it back. This is the history of censorship. People will fall over cut glass to get what you tell them they can’t have.”

Thompson’s appeal to government officials found a home with both Governor Martinez and sheriff of Broward County, Nick Navarro. Both men found the album to be obscene and fought to make sure others saw it that way as well. After Judge Gonzales found the album to be obscene, Navarro went on the offensive arresting Charles Freeman, a record shop owner in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, for selling the album to an

---


undercover officer. Officials also fined 2 Live Crew for performing songs off the album in a club in Florida.\textsuperscript{39}

Campbell would fight back against the decision of the court and the arrest by appealing the decision. It held that the court would task Navarro with proving to the court that \textit{As Freaky as They Wanna Be} was an obscene album. The courts would use a definition provided by \textit{Miller v. California}, which held that obscene materials did not enjoy protection by the First Amendment. The case provided a test to determine whether something could be considered obscene:

\begin{quote}
[t]he basic guidelines for the trier of fact must be: (a) whether 'the average person, applying contemporary community standards' would find that the work, taken as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest. . . (b) whether the work depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state law; and (c) whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.\textsuperscript{40}
\end{quote}

The appeals court found that the album had artistic value; therefore, the album was not considered obscene. The bulk of the ruling fell on the fact that 2 Live Crew and Skyywalker Records argued that although the lyrics were graphic, the songs also provided artistic value. The state did not offer a counter-argument. The state's failure to provide a counter-argument led to a straightforward acquittal and a monumental victory for musicians across the board. However, this would not be the last time rap artists would be in court defending their art form.\textsuperscript{41}


\textsuperscript{41} Paul Fischer, “2 Live Crew”, Middle Tennessee State University, Accessed March 11, 2020, https://www.mtsu.edu/first-amendment/article/1447/2-live-crew
The second case involves violence and Hip-Hop. On April 11, 1992 state trooper, Bill Davidson, pulled over 19-year-old Ronald Ray Howard. Howard was stopped about 100 miles outside of Houston, Texas, in a stolen car. According to many accounts, Howard was listening to Tupac Shakur's solo debut album, 2pacalypse Now. Howard claimed that listening to this album would significantly affect his mental state and cause him not to think clearly. “The music was up as loud as it could go with gunshots and siren noises on it, and my heart was pounding hard," recalled Howard, “I watched him get out of his car in my side view mirror, and I was so hyped up, I just snapped. I jacked a bullet in the chamber and when was close enough, I turned around and bam! I shot him.”

Howard would immediately flee the scene of the shooting. A witness to the shooting would immediately call the police who would pursue Howard. Shortly after authorities caught Howard, he would admit to shooting Davidson. State trooper Davidson would pass away three days later as a result of the gunshot wound. This trial would become a national sensation because of the nature of the murder.

During the impending trial, Howard’s attorney, Allen Tanner, would introduce Gangster Rap music, namely 2pacalypse Now, into the defense strategy. Howard’s attorney would argue that the album he was listening to, along with other Gangster Rap,

---


would influence his mindset and lead to him becoming a murderer. They pointed out that half a dozen songs on Shakur’s album had content that portraying the killing of police officers. The popularity of the case would also be compounded by the widow of Trooper Davidson filing a civil lawsuit against Tupac Shakur and Interscope Records.

These cases would put rap music in the spotlight of popular media as pundits debated about the culpability of rap music in inciting violence in inner cities. These criticisms led to commentators discussing this topic beyond Tupac and Ronald Ray Howard. Critics would focus on other songs that mentioned violence against police. The nature of his songs caused Ice-T to find himself in the middle of controversy again because of his song, Cop Killer. Critics would use this song as another example of the violent nature of rap music.45 In this song, released by the band Body Count, Ice-T sings about murdering corrupt police.

Even though Ice-T would state that the song is about a fictional character snapping and killing cops rather than being killed, there was still national outrage. In his mind, Ice-T pains the character as someone defending themself from being killed. When discussing the mindset of the character, Ice-T would state, “You know, better you than me, I’m not gonna let you kill me.”46 To further his point, Ice-T would proclaim that Cop Killer is not necessarily about police. “At the end of the day, Cop Killer was basically authority killer. People don’t like authority, that’s really what it is.”47 The public would not accept Ice-T’s explanation of the song they believed would eventually lead to violence

45 It has been used as an example of Hip-Hop’s violent nature even though this is a rock song because Ice-T, the band’s lead singer, became famous as a rap artist.
47 Ibid.
against police officers. To many people, this fear was realized in the murder of state trooper Davidson six months after the record label pulled Cop Kille from the market.

*2pacalypse Now* is an album that explores the realities and fantasies of being a young black male living in the late 20th century United States. Critics claimed that Tupac filled this album with violent imagery. On the surface, these lyrics seemed to be advocating violence against police and civilians. However, most of the violence in this album fictionally perpetrated by Tupac was in self-defense. In many of these songs, Tupac committed a violent act to save himself from the violence of someone else. In the song Soulja’s Story, Tupac stated, “Keep my shit cocked, cause the cops got a Glock too/ What the fuck would you do? / Drop them or let ‘em drop you? / I chose droppin’ the cop.” These sentiments are close to the lyrics of Cop Killer. In both songs, the artists speak of killing cops instead of being murdered themselves.

This defense does not stop Howard’s attorney from still claiming that these lyrics were responsible for this crime. Allen Tanner, Howard’s trial attorney, claimed, “[Howard] grew up in the ghetto and disliked police, and these were his heroes, these rappers…telling him you’re pulled over, just blast away.” Reminiscing on his defense strategy, Tanner declared, “[These songs] affected him. That was a totally valid serious defense.”

At this point, there were attacks against the genre of music coming from almost everywhere. The continual attacks against Hip-Hop forced the artists and adherents of the culture to have to fight harder no to have others lump them in with the negative

---

stereotypes that encompassed Hip-Hop. The artists wanted others to see them as more than merely thugs and gangsters. They wanted the public to see them as artists showing a reflection of their lives that they lived and their communities.

One writer exclaims:

A wave of vulgar, filthy, and suggestive music has inundated the land… with its obscene posturing, its lewd gestures. Our children, our young men and women are continually exposed… to the monotonous attrition of their vulgarizing music. It is artistically and morally depressing and should be suppressed by press and the pulpit.49

This quote encapsulates views of commentators, as mentioned above, had about Rap music, except that the author wrote this quote in 1899 about a newly emerging form of music called Jazz. Maureen Anderson asserts that many critics were actually, “Motivated by political and racial concerns, many jazz critics during the Harlem Renaissance publicized their dislike of jazz music in order to express their dislike of African Americans.”50 There are certainly similarities that people can see when they compare the criticisms of Jazz and Hip-Hop. These comparisons also served as a driving force to motivated younger generations that their music would eventually be accepted. Jazz went from being called “the music of contemporary savages” to America’s classical music.51 The rhetoric surrounding both music genres hurt the

51 Ibid, 136
relationship the musicians had with the church; however, Jazz eventually overcame that stereotype. If Jazz could do this, then so could Hip-Hop.
CHAPTER 4. A SHIFT BEGINS: A SEARCH FOR CHRISTIANITY IN HIP-HOP

That hope was something beautiful to look forward to in the future; however, at that present time, all the negative press that surrounded Hip-Hop caused the public to view the art form as something to be avoided and something not of God. The focus of mainstream media was on the section of Hip-Hop that seemed to promote behavior that many did not consider to be Christian. Actions, such as violence, drug use, hyper-sexuality, or any number of acts that did not float well with churches, were considered the norm for Hip-Hop, yet this is not entirely true.

In 1982, Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five released a song entitled “The Message.” The song gained wide popularity and is considered the first rap song to have commercial success that had a social message in it. In The Message, Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five rapped about the social ills of their neighbor. The chorus emphasizes the stress of living in extreme poverty and how that life puts them on edge every day. In 2004, Rolling Stone Magazine ranked it as the highest song from the 1980s on their top 500 songs list.\(^52\) In 2012, the song was voted by Rolling Stone Magazine as the greatest Hip-Hop song in history.\(^53\) The Message was also the first Rap song to be preserved by the Library of Congress.\(^54\) With this and many more
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accolades, it is safe to say that “The Message” is one of the most important songs in Hip-Hop history.

Along with this social commentary, Melle Mel also wrote about God in the last verse of the song, which many consider one of the most important verses in all of Hip-Hop history. The verse begins, “A child is born with no state of mind, blind to the ways of mankind. God is smiling on you, but he’s frowning too because only God knows what you’ll go through.” This line was a nugget overlooked by many Christian circles. As much as there had been lyrics that promoted lifestyles that they would not agree with, there were also references to God and the way he interacts with us in early popular Hip-Hop songs. This quote is not to attempt to convince anyone that “The Message” was a Christian rap song, but to show that Christian or religious themes in Hip-Hop have been there since the earliest days of Hip-Hop.

“Christian rap” has been around since at least 1982. There have always been songs that may have mentioned God or Jesus Christ; however, we are defining Christian rap as “songs with overt and explicit Christian language.” This definition means that the main focus of the piece is to spread the message of Christianity. We first encounter Christian Rap with a little-known rapper by the name of MC Sweet and his record “Jesus Christ (The Gospel Beat).” In a track that lasts over 10 minutes, MC Sweet raps about Jesus Christ entering into his life with a chorus of Hallelujahs playing in the background of the song.55

55 MC Sweet, Jesus Christ (The Gospel), 1982
This song shows us that while the masses usually ignore this genre, Christian Rap is among the earliest of categories of rap with examples of it less than ten years after the creation of the art form. Many other Christian Raps took place in the 1980s, including a record by Mr. T about The Ten Commandments. The problem was that a majority of the songs were considered gimmicky, childish, and preachy. The styles of these songs made them unpopular even with their intended demographic; therefore, the sub-genre was mostly unexplored and unsuccessful until later in history. The rejection of Christian Rap led the church to believe that there was no place for the church and Hip-Hop to live in harmony.

This sentiment of believing that the church was not a place for Hip-Hop culture was carried heavily by Reverend G. Craig Lewis starting around the year 2005. In his sermon series entitled “The Truth Behind Hip-Hop,” Lewis claims that the Holy Spirit told him that Rap music was a tool of the devil to get black youth to worship the devil since black children do not listen to heavy metal. He asserts that Rap music is evil, and there is no redeeming quality in it so that the idea of “Holy Hip-Hop” is oxymoronic. Lewis posted an excerpt from his series on YouTube, which has over one million views and three-thousand likes. In his eyes, those who are giving into rap culture by adjusting their service to fit the new culture are playing right into the devil’s hands. He states:

When I was not in Christ, I was a thief and a crook. Now that I am saved, am I a Holy Crook? I guess next the gothic culture is going to have a bootleg, Holy version of the real thing eventually (as crazy as it seems

56 He implies that heavy metal is the Devil’s tool to get white youth to worship him through symbolism, biting off bat’s heads, and other unruly behavior.
someone may already be doing this). Can't you just see the kids in your youth group wearing black, black nail polish, tattoos and piercings everywhere, and looking like walking dead people? Then the Holy Gothic recording artist/minister comes in and validates them. He will look like Marilyn Manson, sounds like Marilyn Manson and dresses like Marilyn Manson, but he will sing about Christ. 58

To him, there can be no redeeming quality to Hip-Hop, and to bend to the will of the culture is inexcusable.

Lewis' belief is laughable to many who are already using Hip-Hop as a tool to convert young people to Christianity. "When the Bible says ‘Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel,” states Hip-Hop legend Kurtis Blow, “that means the world of hip-hop as well.” Kurtis Blow is one of the pioneers of rap, breaking into the rap industry in the late 70s. Kurtis Blow, real name Kurtis Walker, was one of Hip-Hop’s first millionaires and one of Hip-Hop’s early success stories. Now, Kurtis has given his life to Christ and heads a Hip-Hop Church. At Greater Hood Memorial AME Zion Church in New York, Walker holds weekly services that are Hip-Hop themed.

He uses Hip-Hop in his church, similar to the way that other contemporary services use Christian Rock. They have an orthodox service, but they replace the traditional hymns and church songs with gospel rap. Walker describes the church by saying, “It’s like a traditional church service; we have a processional, we have scripture readings, responsive reading, sermons, altar calls, offerings, benediction... and a whole lot of gospel rap."59 It is not Walker’s intention to rework the church, but he simply wants

to add Hip-Hop to the tradition of the church in hopes of speaking to younger audiences that he does not believe he would reach otherwise.

Walker’s church is not the only church that has embraced the idea of Hip-Hop in the church. All over the United States, different churches are finding other ways to increase the presence of the popular style of music within the walls of the church. Pastor Christian L. Hines believes that Hip-Hop services are bringing more young people to the Christian faith at his church, Way of the Cross Church, in Norfolk, Virginia. “Tha House” is a church on the west side of Chicago led by Pastor Phil Jackson. Tha House is filling their seats with a more non-traditional Hip-Hop service. At Tha House, congregants can expect poetry, fast raps, and sermons that speak the language of Hip-Hop, slang. Pastor Jackson believes that this is another way of embracing all that is Hip-Hop to reach out to the younger generation.

At The Sanctuary Covenant Church in Minneapolis, Minnesota senior pastor, Rev. Efrem Smith, makes it a priority to involve different aspects of Hip-Hop culture into their worship service. Hip-Hop played a vital role in the formation of the person that Rev. Smith became, so he saw it as essential to connect with those whom he was attempting to reach. Smith even incorporates Hip-Hop as a way to retell the scriptures. He includes Hip-Hop language to change the way the members of his church read scriptures. “In the beginning was the Word, the manifest logic of heard—unblurred shining from the inner sanctum of the Third. Unbroken catastrophical spoken from the essence of eternity’s original notion.” This quote is a reworking of the first chapter of

---

the Gospel of John. By stressing the poetic nature of the retelling of the scripture, the church hopes to catch the ear of those who would typically be lost in an expected reading of the verses.

Lewis continues to argue that even though people are mixing the Hip-Hop and Christianity that they are doing it in vain because Hip-Hop is a religion, and its tenants go against Christian values. He believes that rappers have created this religion that focuses on getting back at “the white man” and self-praise. Lewis claims that “Hip-Hop targeted rap music and used music to preach a message that empowered the black race as ‘true god’s’ and made Jesus Christ the ‘white man’s religion.’”\(^6^2\) This thesis is a shallow and misconstrued imagining of the theology of Hip-Hop.\(^6^3\)

In pigeonholing the theology of rap into merely that of seeing the black race as gods and Jesus Christ as the white man’s religion, Lewis ignores a large complex Christian theology that Hip-Hop has formulated over the years. The history of the relationship between the church and Hip-Hop is a subject that scholars have not heavily studied; however, the theology of Hip-Hop is one that has been a significant focus of academics over the past few years. When one looks into these varying ways of interpreting the way that rappers view God, it pokes holes in the idea that Hip-Hop and Christianity cannot exist in the same lane. It shows that one can choose both secular


\(^{63}\) Much of what Lewis sees as the doctrine of the religion of Hip-Hop seems to come from the teachings of the Nation of God’s and Earths, also known as the 5 percenters. Many early rappers were a part of this religion; however, that does not justify the idea that Hip-Hop, in itself, believes or promotes the 5 percenters ideology as one with all of Hip-Hop or even a majority of it. To claim so would be disingenuous. Lewis seems to purposely leave out the Christian theology present in Hip-Hop.
Hip-Hop and God. Plus, it also indicates that the Christian voice in mainstream Hip-Hop is not new and is a very well thought out and established concept.

Robert Tinajero outlines the common Christian elements that take place within ‘gangsta rap’ in his work *Hip Hop and Religion: Gangsta Rap’s Christian Rhetoric*. He states that three common elements are used in gangsta rap when speaking about religion—first, strong solidarity with Jesus Christ. Second, a deep mistrust in organized religion. Lastly, the belief that good and evil exist simultaneously within individuals. Tinajero does not claim that this is an all-inclusive or exhaustive list of beliefs held by gangsta rappers, but common themes that reoccur throughout the genre.64

Many gangsta rappers see the personhood of Jesus Christ as a figure that connects with their struggle as inner-city minorities. They see Jesus Christ as a figure that unjust people persecuted while merely trying to do as good as he could, given the circumstances that life handed him. These believers see Jesus Christ as a person who understands the struggle and is there to walk with them through their own struggle. Many see Christ as a figure unjustly murdered, similarly to neighborhood heroes like Tupac and Christopher Wallace. Many musicians display these theologies in different songs.

In DMX’s “Lord Give Me A Sign,” DMX prays, “I know you’re here with us now Jesus. I know you’re still with us now. Keep it real with us now. I wanna feel, show me how. Let me take your hand, guide me. I’ll walk slow, but stay right beside me. Devil’s
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trying to find me. Hide me—hold up, I take that back. Protect me and give me the
strength to fight back.” Here DMX emphasizes how he knows Jesus is there with him
and will protect him while he is going through his struggles. Still, even more importantly,
he is giving DMX the power to fight back against the evil that exists in himself
personified by the devil.

The Game expresses a similar theology in his 2008 song “My Life.” “[I am] from a
block close to where Biggie was crucified. That was Brooklyn’s Jesus shot for no fuckin’
reason and you wonder why Kanye wears Jesus pieces? ‘cause that Jesus people and
Game he’s the equal. Hated on so much Passion of Christ needs a sequel.” In this
song, the Game associates the rapper Notorious B.I.G with Christ in the way his
murderer murdered him senselessly. He continues to express that Kanye West wears
Jesus pieces, an outward sign of his inward faith, as a result of the pain and violence
that resulted in the Notorious B.I.G’s death. He ends the line in the song by expressing
that people hated on him so much that people want to kill him like Christ and Biggie,
which is a continuation and cycle of the senseless violence aforementioned.

Some churches chose to ignore the complex and deep theology that is present in
many gangsta rap songs because of the harsh nature of the songs. Nevertheless, many
writers acknowledge this harshness and believe it is necessary. They see this
harshness as a reflection of their lives and reality. Thus, the truth of their lives leads to a
need for a harsh and gritty theology. Rappers like the Game and DMX chose to speak
their reality in ways that their audience can grasp. They take elaborate theologies and

65 From “Lord Give Me a Sign off of his 2006 album Year of the Dog…Again
66 From the song “My Life” off of the Game’s 2008 album LAX
make them into songs that are just as complex. They reject popular theological beliefs like black liberation theologies or theological teachings taught in the church in favor of views that speak to the realities they live.

While some older Christian rap records were moderately successful, we do not see substantial growth in the presence of conversation about Hip-Hop and Christianity until the early 1990s. Many artists were very vocal about their Christian beliefs, but MC Hammer was the first famous artist to express that continually. At the height of his popularity, one year after releasing *Please Hammer Don’t Hurt Em*, one of the most successful albums in Hip-Hop history; famed gospel singers BeBe and CeCe Winans featured MC Hammer on a song. MC Hammer is an important figure in discussion Christianity and Hip-Hop; however, for this portion of the paper, he will not be the focus.

In this section, we will first look at Ma$e and his retirement from Hip-Hop and subsequent return. Next, we will take a look at No-Malice, and his shift from drug-fueled music to Christian rap. These examples that fans look at as some of the most dramatic changes in Hip-Hop history. Lastly, we will look at how their careers are examples of

---

67 MC Hammer was born into a Pentecostal family and always had strong ties to the church. At one point in his life he did put his Christian faith to the side as he pursued his music career. Even during those times MC Hammer would take the time to make Christian songs with other artists. He would also make sure to put at least one Christian song on each of his albums.


69 This section of the paper will deal primarily with Ma$e and No-Malice and the way in which they embodied their change after becoming increasingly serious about their faith journey. MC Hammer was always up front about his religion unlike the rappers we will discuss. At one point, Ma$e and No-Malice did not expressly talk about their faith, but MC Hammer always did because of this MC Hammer, while being a good example of someone who shows his faith through this art form, he does not fit in this section of the paper and will be discussed later.
how Christianity has responded to Hip-Hop, both positive and negative. We will explore the impact of these changes on how people view Christianity and Hip-Hop.
CHAPTER 5. HIP-HOP AS A TOOL FOR CHANGE

Bad Boy Records was known in the early to mid-1990s as having some of the most famous artists in the rap industry. Founded by Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs, the label was full of top tier talent, including the late Notorious B.I.G, Faith Evans, 112, the Lox, Craig Mac, and many others. At the height of the Bad Boy’s popularity, many of the best-selling Rap and RnB artists were signed to Bad Boy. From the founding of the label, in 1994, to 2001, Bad Boy had twenty-two consecutive albums that went either platinum or gold. These consecutive albums include a string of eight successive platinum-selling albums, followed by nine more consecutive platinum-selling albums.70

One of the most successful artists on Bad Boy Records at that time was Ma$e. Ma$e, born Mason Betha, is credited as being the first rapper from Harlem to become commercially successful. Fans credit Ma$e as one of the most influential rappers of his time. His first album, Harlem World, would go on to sell over 4 million records.71 Ma$e would continue his run at success and popularity for the next few years by scoring three top ten songs from Harlem World and being featured on ten separate top fifty songs all within two years of the release of his first album.

Ma$e and Bad Boy Records were both at the top of the Hip-Hop industry. Everything seemed all right until April 20, 1999, when Ma$e called up to famed New York Hip-Hop radio station, Hot 97, to announce to the world that he was retiring. The radio host, Funkmaster Flex, told the audience that he got a fax from Magic Johnson

70 This includes Notorious B.I.G’s Life After Death which is one of Hip-Hops highest selling albums at over 10 million records sold.
71 According to RIAA it was certified 4x platinum on October 19, 1999 a little under 2 years after the release of the album.
Music that said that effective today Ma$e was retiring from “the rap game.” Ma$e’s response was, “I got to do what makes me happy. You know a lot of people gone say ‘I’m crazy’ or ‘I’m leaving money behind’ and a lot of things but its just… You know… How I feel in my heart. Once God puts something in your heart… you know God talks to everybody different.”

With that being said, Ma$e was now in retirement to follow what God put in his heart. It is essential to look at the context in which Ma$e decided to leave Hip-Hop. This period in Hip-Hop was primarily defined by the recent deaths of two Hip-Hop giants, Tupac Shakur and Christopher “Notorious B.I.G” Wallace. These deaths were high profile murders because these were some of Hip-Hop’s most prominent stars even to this day. However, a death that fans have sometimes forgotten during this period is the murder of fellow Harlem rapper Big L in 1999. Big L was an underground rapper and considered one of the best lyricists of his time. He also grew up knowing Ma$e. Ma$e admits that these deaths played a significant role in his decision about Hip-Hop.

After Ma$e explained his retirement decision to Funkmaster Flex, Flex responded by saying, “I don’t think people want that Ma$e. You might be outvoted what you gone do.” Flex was attempting to explain to Ma$e that he is a popular figure that people would want to continue rapping. “If I’m outvoted, then I’m just outvoted. You know what I’m saying,” Ma$e laughed, “Like I feel as though… Like you know… Like the late great Tupac and people like Biggie, they got the same messages they just didn’t act
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73 When Ma$e and his friends were just getting into rap it was a hobby to everyone except Big L.
on it.”

Ma$e recalls in his autobiography that a man approached him as he left Faithful Central Church in Los Angeles, after announcing that he would give up rap, and said, “Yo, I hope what you said you’re doing, you’re serious about. A couple of days before Tupac got killed he was in this church talking about doing the same thing.”

Ma$e explains to Flex and the audience that his decision to leave Hip-Hop was not a choice that he took lightly. This decision was a complicated theological position that came from him feeling like it was a calling from God to leave Hip-Hop to do and become a minister. This calling is not something that Ma$e felt that he could do while still attempting to be a Hip-Hop artist. “I don’t want to make no records. I don’t want to rap on no records and I don’t want to run no record company.” Anyone listening could hear the determination and conviction in Ma$e’s voice.

Ma$e also followed the theme of death, changing him in his autobiography. Ma$e opens up the book with a telling of the death of Ma$e. “On April 9, 1999, at approximately 8:05 P.M., Ma$e, noted rapper who sold more than three million copies of his first album Harlem World, was pronounced dead.” He goes on to give a rundown of all the material possessions he left behind including four cars, $200,000 worth of jewelry, a multimillion dollar recording deal, dozens of women, and fans. His cause of death? Jesus Christ.

Ma$e becomes a compelling case in Hip-Hop conversion stories because he was extremely adamant about getting rid of everything that reminded him of his old life as a

74 Inewyorkbadboy, Mase Retirement Announcement on Funkmaster Flex Show (1999), 2009
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Hip-Hop star. He speaks about giving away his cars and jewelry because God told him. He did not want to give away one of his SUVs, and it ended up getting stolen. Ma$e attributed all of this to the power of God. He had to get rid of the old material things to embrace his new lifestyle, not as Ma$e, but as Mason. He considered his former life evil, one of the devil, and a life he must rid leave altogether. He continued to get rid of everything that reminded him of Ma$e until it was all gone. It was then that he said he could finally breathe.\footnote{Ibid, 88}

Mason felt that he had at last done what God wanted him to do. By leaving Hip-Hop and the music industry, he would draw closer to God by becoming closer to the church. “Being a prophet is not much different than being a rapper. They’re just serving a different master. In rap, you serve the devil and the money, and things are your God. Today I am serving God Almighty and my only destination is heaven for myself and everyone else I can reach. Rap is Running Away from Preaching.”\footnote{Ibid, 103} Throughout his autobiography, he continues to spread much of the same rhetoric as many critics of Hip-Hop espoused earlier that decade. He continued, “rappers are prophets who are used by the devil and most of them don’t realize it. Either that or they don’t want to come to grips with the trip.”\footnote{Ibid, 104}

Throughout his autobiography, Mason continually rails against the music industry as he embraces the church. There is a section in which he claims that record executives were attempting to keep him away from other prominent Hip-Hop artists because of the impact he could have in their lives. To give proof, Betha claims that if he would be able

\footnote{Ibid, 88}
\footnote{Ibid, 103}
\footnote{Ibid, 104}
to convert these artists that it would cost record labels millions or billions of dollars. He invites us to imagine the church that he would head with these other artists as part of the clergy team. Jay-Z would be his associate pastor, Diddy would be his minister of music, DMX the minister to those in prison, and Lil Kim would be head of the singles ministry.\footnote{ibid, 104-106}

Mason adopted the same rhetoric and claims that plagued Ma$e in the not so distant past. He would continue to promote the rhetoric that ultimately leads to the downfall of early Christian rap and what has divided the Hip-Hop generation from older generations who still live their lives in the church. Mason went from a symbol of success by many people who identified with Hip-Hop culture to one of its biggest detractors.

However, even with his new life and new dreams, Mason would not wholly give up on Hip-Hop. DMX, the same person whom Mason saw as leading his jail ministry, once contemplated leaving Hip-Hop to become a minister similarly to how Mason did. However, it was Mason who convinced DMX to stay in the rap industry. DMX told MTV, “I talked to Mase. I said, ‘Dog I’m fed up with this rap shit. I know the Lord. I know my true calling is to preach the Word, where do I go from here?’ He was like, ‘As long as the Lord gives you the talent to do what you do, do it. He’ll call you when he’s ready. He’ll call you when he’s ready.’”\footnote{Shaheem Reid, “Mase Advises DMX To Rap Again, Wait For The Lord’s Call After talking with Mase, X puts preaching on pause for a return to rap,” MTV News, 2005, accessed October 9, 2018, http://www.mtv.com/news/1502925/mase-advises-dmx-to-rap-again-wait-for-the-lords-call/}

This change in thought may be attributed to the fact that Ma$e was planning a comeback to Rap. DMX first spoke about retirement and becoming a preacher in 2003.
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when he announced that his fifth album, *It’s Not a Game*, would be his last album.\textsuperscript{82} The following year Ma$e made his return to the rap industry with an album and single entitled *Welcome Back*. There was a massive change in his lyrical content. He went from sexual content to music, advising girls to keep their clothes on.\textsuperscript{83} He stopped cursing, but he continued to rap about worldly things.

This statement seemed to contradict many of the ideas he gave in his autobiography. He no longer saw rappers as “prophets who are used by the devil.” In his mind, Hip-Hop and the church could be reconciled. In the Hip-Hop world, the response to his return was less than receptive. Lord Jamar, Nick Cannon, his childhood friend Cam’ron, Charlamange, and others saw him as being a hypocrite coming back to Rap after being a preacher. They saw Ma$e as being a hustler and hustling church people out of their money. Lord Jamar, who does not claim to be a Christian, claims that he would not have been bothered by Ma$e’s decision if he would have stayed a pastor, but he does not feel like his heart is pure returning to Hip-Hop.\textsuperscript{84} The consensus was that Mason went too far with the type of Christianity that he promoted to come back to rap music.

This initial reaction is a stark difference between Ma$e and other rappers who have continued to have a strong relationship with the Hip-Hop community while embracing their Christianity. One of the best examples would be No-Malice, formally

\textsuperscript{83} Referring to his song entitled *Keep it On*
\textsuperscript{84} DJ Vlad, Lord Jamar Interview, Lord Jamar: Mase Returning to Rap Feels Disingenuous interview vladv. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sb1p-gU2lk
Malice, of the Hip-Hop duo The Clipse. No-Malice burst into the national spotlight when he and his brother Terrence ‘Pusha T’ Thornton released their hit single ‘Grindin.’ In this ode to selling dope, Gene, then Malice, and Terrence rapped about the glory of selling cocaine. There was even some biblical wordplay when Gene rapped, “My grind’s ‘bout family, never been about fame. From the days I wasn’t able [Abel], there was always ‘caine [Cain].” No-Malice tells us that he sold drugs to make money for his family and that when he was not able to provide for his family, there was always cocaine he could sell.85

Clipse was known for its rhymes about selling large amounts of drugs. However, No-Malice states that even while they were rapping about these topics, was already going through a transformation. In early 2010, Thornton’s friend and manager Anthony “Geezy” Gonzales was sentenced to 32 years in prison for his role in leading a $20 million drug ring.86 Thornton recounts the ordeal in an interview with DJ Vlad, claiming that he knew the indictment was coming and told everyone that it was, but no one would listen. In addressing the rumor that this incident scared him straight, he claimed that he had already been on the route towards what “God in the name of Jesus” wanted him to do.

Thornton does not deny that he once sold drugs; however, his rap career has gone from rapping about narcotics in a positive way to being remorseful and attempting

85 Also, a reference to Abel the “good” son of Adam and Eve and Cain the bad son.
to pull others out of that life with his music. Thornton clarifies in an interview with Complex magazine.

I do believe that we can speak death upon ourselves, the same way we can speak life upon ourselves," No Malice said. "If you look at the things that I have said in the past, can you imagine how many people went to jail listening to the things that I said? Think about how many times people got pulled over, went to jail...my record playing in the car. Think about how many times somebody’s head was blown out and the theme music still playing, or whatever."87

Thornton is admitting to contributing to the bad reputation that Hip-Hop has received throughout the years. Ironically, Thornton is attempting to take some responsibility for the possibility of a crime like Ronald Ray Howard’s murder charge 26 years after the music industry defended Tupac for this same charge. Although no one is suing Thornton and there is no evidence that this crime happened as a result of his music, Thornton feels that it is his Christian duty to make amends for his past sins through music. However, unlike Betha, Thornton chose not to vilify those who were still doing what he had stopped. He instead used his influence to speak about his change and the fact that others could change as well. Instead of demonizing those who are a part of Hip-Hop culture, No-Malice reached out to them by becoming a Christian rapper.

At the time of his conversion, Betha could not see a way in which Hip-Hop and his new calling to the church could coexist. He attempted to force the two to work together but was unsuccessful when he said God wanted him to give up Hip-Hop. In his autobiography, he prayed many times about doing Christian rap; however, he believed

that God answered him by saying he should not do it. Thornton gets his message across in his rhymes by advising against topics that were instrumental in getting him into the spotlight of rap. In his song “Smoke and Mirrors” off of his album *Hear Ye Him* Thornton speaks about attempting to atone for the acts he regrets now. Thorton begins the song by quoting 1 Corinthians 13:11 to explain that he has grown from his previous topics.

One of the more exciting aspects of No-Malice’s conversion is that he does not spend too much time attempting to change the perception of himself. He continues to rap with the same flow and aggression as before; however, he has changed his message to speak directly to those in places he used to be. Thornton is doing his best to bring the church straight to those involved with Hip-Hop culture, including drug dealers, and thugs. The people that Thornton reached out to are the same people that Mason and early Hip-Hop critics rejected. Thornton instead seeks to meet fans in their element of Hip-Hop instead of forcing them to find their way to the church. In a sense, he is going to the world of Hip-Hop, as Kurtis Blow suggested. Also, unlike early Christian rap, his lyrics were not classified as campy. He speaks raw and real on a level in which the listener does not feel babied but can understand his message. He explains his conversion:

Now pray father God, you allow me to repent of it and any crime scene that bear Malice’s fingerprint. I pitched those keys like a tent, without thinkin. Even served our own mommas, without blink’. Walking dead, clueless, no inkling. Within a twinkiling, seeing what I was made of while y’all speculate Clipse break up. Well think its not strange if I’m Abel to his Cain. Hell, even Esau had a Jacob – I ain’t trippin’ and what’s with all this swag I ain’t feelin. Gotta get that money, huh, nah, I’m chillin’ and I ain’t selling my soul for no million. Cause that dead-end rap can’t crack its glass ceiling. Why such blasphemy and anger toward a God which none
hath seen. Hmm, leads me to believe that there’s a wee bit more to this Jesus thing.\textsuperscript{88}

In a few bars, No-Malice has told the story of the drugs he sold, asked for forgiveness from God, explained how he views the Hip-Hop industry, and suggested Christ to his listeners.

After his conversion and continual push of “this Jesus thing,” we do not see any backlash from the Hip-Hop community. It seems that they have accepted No-Malice’s conversion without any hesitation. A part of this could be that they view him as authentic, unlike Mason, who they feel jumps back and forth because of money. No-Malice stays true to exactly who he is and embraces his flaws in his music while not championing them. He remains the same Malice, but with No-Malice in his heart, this seemed to speak to his audience and fans. These two rappers become examples of two general responses to Hip-Hop. Mason represents the rejection of Hip-Hop that appears based on the fear of Hip-Hop being a tool that can only be used by the devil. However, No-Malice becomes the embodiment of the acceptance and Christianizing Hip-Hop and the desire to go out and reach the people that the church cannot usually influence.

The market for Christian Rap is unique because the genre seems only to be accepted by a small group of people who are in the goldilocks zone between Christianity and Hip-Hop culture.\textsuperscript{89} Some truly and earnestly believe, like Mason and

\textsuperscript{88} Smoke and Mirrors off \textit{Hear Ye Him}

\textsuperscript{89} Goldilock zone is a term in astronomy that refers to when a planet is in the habitable zone to where it can support life. The zone is not too close to the star to where it is too hot, but also not far away enough from the star where it would be too cold. We use it in this instance to refer to a person that is not too conservative Christian to the point of not accepting Hip-Hop, but not too far into Hip-Hop where they do not believe Christian Hip-Hop is a legitimate form of Hip-Hop.
Lewis, that people cannot use Hip-Hop in righteousness because of what they associate with real Hip-Hop. These subjects would be lyrics about murder, drug use, drug selling, sex, misogyny, and violence. On the other hand, there are some Hip-Hop purest who see any attempt to make authentic Christian Rap to be corny and lame. To them, it comes off as Christians trying too hard to be cool or invade their territory.
CHAPTER 6. THE GOSPEL BEAT

Even though Christian rap may be considered by some to be an unsatisfactory genre of Hip-Hop, it is one of the oldest subgenres of rap, and many people enjoy it. Narrowing down what constitutes Christian rap and who is a Christian rapper is very difficult. There are rappers like Kanye West, MC Hammer, and Chance the Rapper who have all had songs and albums that speak explicitly about Christianity and a Christian message; however, a large portion of their content is secular, and their Christian message is mainly about their faith journey rather than converting others to Christianity. Also, artists like Lecrae and NF, who primarily release music geared towards Christians and are on Christian labels; however, they have both publicly stated they do not want to be labeled “Christian Rappers.” Lastly, rappers like FLAME who openly accept the title of Christian Rapper.

This divide adds complexity into a conversation beyond Hip-Hop; it extends into gospel music as a whole. Respecting these artists wish to identify or not identify with a particular genre of music allows us to broaden our definition of what is gospel music. Some of these artists do not want to be pigeonholed into “Christian rap” because they feel that their art is more than that. Artists like Kanye West, Kendrick Lamar, Chance the Rapper, and MC Hammer have challenged standard definitions of what people categorize as gospel music. All these artists have moved beyond redefining Hip-Hop and have started a larger conversation on changing what Christian music is, how it is listened to, and how it is made.

90 Recently Kanye West has leaped across this boundary and has begun having Christian services and has been extremely vocal about his faith.
Categorizing rappers in these terms is essential because of the social impact these rappers have based on how they categorize themselves or how others categorize them. Kanye West, Chance the Rapper, and MC Hammer were able to get a Christian message into secular society because these labels were not placed on them regardless of their musical content. On the other hand, for artists that identify as Christian rappers, it is virtually impossible to get similar messages to a similar audience without being rejected. The question becomes, how does one define who is a Christian rapper? Defining Christian rapper proves to be much more complicated than discussing if a song is a Christian song or not. This difficulty arises from essentially attempting to define who a person is.

When MC Sweet released Jesus Christ (The Gospel Beat), the genre had not gotten to a point where there needed to be a separate term for Christian-centric rap music. The label does not appear until Stephen Wiley released Bible Break in 1985. Bible Break is the first commercially distributed Christian centered rap album. The song Bible Break would peak at number 14 on the gospel charts. After the success of the song, the world would see the first instance of dividing secular Hip-Hop and religious Hip-Hop. Rap critics created this division with the invention of the term “Christian Rap.” The first recorded use of the term “Christian Rap” is in reference to the Bible Break album.

Wiley became known as a pioneer in the Christian Rap scene. Spin Magazine began to refer to Wiley as the “Grandmaster of God.” This title is ironic because, at the
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same time, Wiley was getting pushback from many in the Christian community. Wiley would tell Rapzilla that he could write a book about “the adversity he faced when trying to minister to young people with hip-hop.”93 While some churches were attempting to ban Wiley and his music, other churches would openly welcome him. In some cases, the members of churches would be split down the middle. In one instance, Wiley recalls a fistfight that broke out between members of a church that were divided on him performing at their church.94

Still, the Grandmaster of God would continue to spread his message through music. Spin magazine recalls a concert the gospel rapper did at Mumford High School. Bill Francis recalls hundreds of boys and girls rushing the stage at the end of the concert; however, unlike other concerts, they were rushing the stage to get help changing their lives. Wiley’s message resonated with the young crowd and showed them a Christian message in ways they had not heard before. 95 In response to the success of Wiley’s ministry, other artists began to take notice and move to begin similar ministries.

There began to be many new artists who wanted to spread the gospel in similar ways to Wiley, and he was welcoming to the idea. Wiley began to mentor other gospel rap artists, Wiley 30 years old, and the other acts were around 19 or 20, so this

94 Ibid.
Mentorship became natural. The Christian rap scene was small at this time; as a result, many of the artists in this genre knew each other. Wiley would recount,

In the late 80s, there was no category for rap music because it was in its infancy. There was PID, ONE Way Up, Michael Peace, DC Talk...we all knew each other because we checked the charts and the magazines. We all would meet and talk about what the future of Christian rap music would be.

Many of these artists would go on to play a massive role in the future of the musical aspect of Christian rap and the ministerial aspect of Christian rap.

Preacher’s in Disguise, better known as PID, is a Hip-Hop band considered by fans to be one of the “founding father[s] of the holy hip hop scene in the United States.” The group was comprised of three founding members Barry Hogan, Fred Lynch, and DJ Selecta. Later in their career, Barry Hogan, also known as Barry G, would leave the group, and Lynch’s brother, K-mack the Knife, would join in his place. P.I.D differentiated themselves from Stephen Wiley by speaking about current issues as well as scripture.

In an interview with Les Carlsen, Fred Lynch would state that his great uncle told him to “have a Bible in one hand and a newspaper in the other so you can know how to reconcile the two.” This life lesson took the group to make songs that went beyond retelling Bible stories or scriptures. The group began making songs about sexually transmitted diseases, racism, and being a young black male trying to be successful in
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life. Lynch would explain that the purpose of this is “so you could take the scripture and talk to culture where culture’s at.”

End Time Warriors (ETW) music evolved into a similar path in the way they spread their message. ETW is a Christian rap group whose career began with lyrics and songs with overt Christian messages. They entered the Christian Rap genre with songs like “Satan, You’re Cancelled” and “We Are Warriors,” a song about being a warrior for God. As their career progressed, their lyrics became primarily based around inner-city life and how they see it. In one song entitled, Momma’s Prayer, the rap trio speaks against gang life and gang violence. They tell the story of a young man whose life is spared largely because his mother is consistently praying for him to make it home safely. The group went from a trio that chanted that they “were warriors breaking down the wall of Satan” to more hardcore songs titled “40 & A Blunt.”

Erika Gault and Travis Harris discuss these philosophical differences in their book Beyond Christian Hip Hop: A Move Toward Christians and Hip Hop. They divide these ministerial approaches into two separate groups named for Christian Rap artists, Tunnel Rats, and Cross Movement. Tunnel Rats are known for not repeatedly proclaiming the name of Jesus in their songs; however, those more similar to the Cross Movement do consistently use the name Jesus in their songs. Ironically, even though they both have Christian messages and share them in different ways, neither of the artists like term Christian rapper. So, even with this divided approach, there is still ambiguity in the title “Christian rapper.”

\[\text{ibid}\]
Members of Cross Movement assert that they began as regular rappers, not Christian rappers, but that title was placed on them by labels. In an interview, Brady “Phanatik” Goodwin of The Cross Movement said the group accepted the title because “it’s going to come anyway and because it’s going to come, let’s go in the door with it. Let’s not try to sneak around it.” William “The Ambassador” Branch, continues with this discourse by emphasizing that the labels forced the group to adopt the title of Christian Rappers. “It was their refusal to accept us when they heard how much we were dedicated to the person and work of Christ being forefront,” Branch exclaims that record label executives forced this category on the group. He continues his speech by complaining that rappers can rap about anything and not be labeled unless they rap about Christ, then it disqualifies them from being considered a ‘regular rapper.’

The labeling of the Cross Movement as a Christian Rap group brings up a great question. Should that title be placed on groups that do not identify as such? In Beyond Christian Hip Hop, the authors bring this conversation to the forefront. The writers argue that [Christian Hip-Hop] and all other titles that have been put forth thus far (Holy Hip Hop, Christian rap, etc.) do not adequately account for the complexities when considering Hip Hop and Christians together. Therefore, the most accurate description to identify the phenomenon is Christians and Hip Hop. This identity addresses the aforementioned shortcomings and places two monumental entities side by side: Christians and Hip Hop.

This assertion gains even more traction as more artists begin to put their faith at the forefront of their music. One example of this is the artist MC Hammer. MC Hammer,
born Stanley Kirk Burrell, is one of the most popular Hip-Hop artists in history. Burrell has always been upfront about his belief in God and has made a point to make at least one Christian record on each of his music projects.

Even with Hammer’s goal of making Christian music on every one of his albums, fans primarily know him for his secular music. However, many people would be surprised to know that his biggest hit was not “You Can’t Touch This” or “2 Legit 2 Quit” his most successful song was entitled “Pray” off of his Please Hammer Don’t Hurt ‘Em album. At its height, this song would reach number two on the US Billboard top 100. Despite this fact, fans primarily know Hammer for his other songs.104

Burrell also does not consider himself a Christian artist even though he makes a point to put his faith in his songs. Burrell brings up a similar issue that many artists who reject the Christian title bring up. He worries that being labeled as a Christian artist would narrow his audience. “If kids say I’m just a Gospel rapper, I won’t be able to get int heir cars,” Hammer stated in a 1998 interview.105 Hammer displays a fear of being othered by the Hip Hop community and thus losing his ability to relate to his intended audience.

This aversion to the label “Christian Rapper” has continued to make itself relevant in more recent conversations about the genre. Lecrae DeVaughn Moore, known mononymously as Lecrae, is one of the most popular Hip-Hop artists that centers his work on a Christian message. Lecrae prides himself on delivering “Christ-centric rhymes
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with secular flair.” The Houston born rapper, gave his life to God at the age of 19, following this momentous moment in his life he would begin his ministry. However, his ministry would not begin as a music ministry. Moore would begin to spread his faith through Bible studies, being president of ReachLife Ministries, and many other projects.

He would go on to co-found Reach Records with Ben Washer. Two years later, Lecrae would release his critically acclaimed album After the Music Stops. This album would propel Lecrae into the Christian spotlight by debuting number one on the Christian Music Trade Association’s R&B/Hip-Hop chart. It would continue to impress by peaking at number five on Billboard’s Gospel Albums chart. His success continued the more he released music.

Lecrae’s musical style would follow similarly to ETW’s path. In his earlier years, his music would be overtly Christ-centric; however, as the years have gone by, he has become more open to making different types of music. As a result, of this change in his musical style, many have questioned his title as a “Christian Rapper.” Lecrae rejects this title. “I don’t call myself that,” Lecrae stated in an interview with Power 106 Los Angeles, “I don’t go by any of those genres or titles.” Lecrae considers himself an artist that surpasses genres, and just because he gives a certain message should not limit himself to any particular category. So, his rejection of terms like “Christian rapper” or “Holy Hip Hopper” has more to do with his artistic views than religious views.

107 This is not to say that Lecrae does not make Christian themed or centric music anymore. It just means that he is more likely to make songs outside of a purely Christian theme.
As Lecrae struggles not to be placed into a box as a Christian rapper Nathan “NF” Feuerstein faces similar struggles. Feuerstein has a large but quiet following in the Hip-Hop world. NF first caught the eyes on many in the music world in 2016 with the release of his second album Therapy Session. He would release this album the day after the death of the legendary musician Prince and the day before Beyoncé released her Lemonade album. Despite these adversaries, NF would still reach the top of the iTunes hip-hop chart and would reach the overall top 10 on the music platform. These sales would be considered a considerable release for any artist; however, it was especially strong for an artist that did not have a single radio single.  

As a result of Capitol Christian Music Group, the Christian side of Capitol, signing Feuerstein, fans often label him as a Christian rapper. He has even won Christian music awards; however, his songs are not explicitly Christian. When asked if he labeled himself a “Christian rapper,” Feuerstein denied it. “Not at all. I mean, I’m a Christian, but I’m just an artist. I’m a musician… To me, it’s like if you’re a Christian and you’re a plumber, are you a Christian plumber?” To NF, being a Christian is a part of who he is, but his faith does not necessarily define his artistry.

Feuerstein lets his audience know that music is therapeutic to him, which is part of the reason he titled his album Therapy Session. “Music is just therapy for me,” the rapper claims. He elaborates on this topic in his 2016 song “Real.” In the song, he
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110 NF is not an artist that speaks about the personhood of Jesus Christ in his lyrics. He speaks about his faith and other topics; however, it is rare that he makes music with the Christian message as the focal point of the song.
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says, “I’ve been through Hell all my life though, but I know what Heaven is/ Father, forgive me, for I am sinner, but You gave me music as medicine.”113 To him, music is a gift from God that he uses to help himself get through life and that he uses as a job. Therefore, he does not believe he should be labeled by his religious affiliation professional any more than anyone else should.

One artist who has been very vocal in accepting the term Christian rapper is Marcus Tyrone Gray, who goes by the name Flame. Gray was one of the first rappers signed to the Cross Movement Records and has been a mainstay in Christian Hip Hop circles. The St. Louis native prides himself on being unapologetically Christian; however, he does understand that some artists want to downplay their faith, but he does not feel that it is necessary for him. Flame told St. Louis Today, “People are trying to get away from the misconceptions that come with being a Christian rapper. Personally, I don’t feel the need to shy away from it.”114

When speaking on other rappers and their aversion to the term “Christian Rapper” Flame stated, “You have a contingent of artists who have chosen to just really enjoy the artistic expression of rap, but they just happen to be Christians. So, that’s how I understand that category.”115 He continues by stating that the people who fall into this category enjoy the artistic nature of rap, but they also do not want to do anything that

113 Nathan Feuerstein, Real. Therapy Session (Nashville: Capitol CMG Records, 2016)
would offend God while they express themselves through rap music.\footnote{He lists things that would offend God as foul language, disrespecting authority, and disrespecting women.} These artists not wanting fans to label them as “Christian Rappers” is not a bad thing to Flame. He believes that dividing and defining the genre would help people be able to find exactly what they are looking for in music. So, he believes that we should honor rappers who do not want to be referred to as Christian Rappers by not referring to them as Christian Rappers.

Flame points out that there are many high-profile artists in Hip-Hop circles that put their religion in their music, and they do not get the same stigma as artists people want to label as “Christian Rappers.” “[Rappers are] being upfront about their religious affiliations, and it doesn’t prove to be a hindrance,” Flame argues. “They’re articulating it, putting it in their songs. We live in a hip-hop culture now where being yourself unapologetically is a trend. This is a part of me, a part of my childhood. I want to talk about all of who I am.”\footnote{Kevin C. Johnson, \textit{Rapper Flame Shines Light on his Past and More With New Album}, St. Louis Post-Dispatch. March 22, 2018. Accessed June 23, 2020. \url{https://www.stltoday.com/entertainment/music/kevin-johnson/rapper-flame-shines-light-on-his-past-and-more-with-new-album/article_172c96be-0bf3-51e3-8f62-062663e4ba3b.html}.} Flame expresses that he should be able to speak about his religion as a part of him in the same way other artists can.

Recently, many famous mainstream rappers have made a point to focus on their religious beliefs in their music; for example, Chance the Rapper released his third mixtape, \textit{Coloring Book}, in April 2016. This album was received with much critical and commercial success. In \textit{Coloring Book}, Chance would rely heavily on Christian themes, Christian sounds, and Christian artists to compose the sound that he desired. Chance
told Zane Lowe on Beats 1 Radio that this album was “like putting God back in our hands in everyday life.”

To Chance, this album was a chance to place gospel music back in the hand of everyday people. It is reminiscent of Kurtis Blow’s call to take the gospel into all of the world including the world of Hip-Hop. This strategy paid off for Chance as Coloring Book would go on to be a significant success. The album was so successful that it became the first streaming-only album to be awarded a Grammy. Coloring Book shows that religious-themed music can survive in mainstream music realms in modern times.

Kendrick Lamar also received similar welcomes with his 2017 album DAMN. Kendrick Lamar would use his 2017 album, DAMN, as a chance to discuss many of his religious beliefs and ideals. During the song “Yah,” the Compton rapper takes a moment to declare that he is not religious anymore; however, he is an Israelite and no longer considers himself black anymore. These lyrics are Kendrick Lamar declaring that he is a part of a sect that believes that Black Americans and others are the true Tribes of Israel.

121 Although, Israelites do not consider themselves Christian in the classical theological sense, many do follow and believe in Jesus Christ. Their theological beliefs are wide and varied; however, many have espoused that they are “true Christians.” As a result of this, we will write about it from the perspective of it being a religion or a sect of Christianity.
In *DAMN*, Kendrick sprinkles religious ideals, Christian imagery, and theological ideas, including a call from his cousin discussing the book of Deuteronomy at the closing of a song. Lamar felt these concepts were essential for him to discuss because he believes himself to be a vessel for God to use. “I always felt like God used me as a vessel, whether to share my flaws, my intellect, my pain,” the emcee says when discussing his calling to be used for a more meaningful message. This album with heavy religious themes would go on to chart number one on the Billboard top 100 and would end in the 10th place on the billboard all-decade albums.¹²²

As many new artists begin to express their religious beliefs in their music, one artist took it a step further and began to have church services to go along with his music. Kanye West is one of the most polarizing figures in Hip-Hop history. He has been at the forefront of many controversial moments from telling the world that George Bush does not like black people to telling interrupting Taylor swift at the Video Music Awards. Nevertheless, Kanye has found a new way to become the talk of the nation by going public with his religious beliefs. Kanye would do this by releasing two Gospel albums months apart and going on a nation-wide tour with his choir to deliver the message of Jesus Christ.

Nevertheless, critics met Kanye with a different response than both Kendrick and Chance. Commentators met Chance the Rapper and Kendrick Lamar with curious conversations about their decision to open up about their faith in song; however, Kanye West was met with suspicion and ridicule. NBC News would publish an article entitled

“Kanye West’s Christian conversion is less about Jesus than it is about Kanye.” In this article, Michael Arceneaux would challenge the authenticity of Kanye’s conversion and present a picture of West as using Gospel music to further personal causes.¹²³

Arceneaux was certainly not alone in his opinion. Many people took to social media to express their uneasiness about Kanye’s conversion. Nevertheless, many others also supported West’s ability to challenge gospel music. Dr. Ricky Dillard, a Grammy-nominated gospel singer, told Time Magazine that Kanye’s music was “rejuvenal, inspiring, [and] uplifting.” He continued by expressing that, “Kanye is a part of the contemporary movement which has revolutionized music.” Dillard also praised Kanye for his use of choirs. Dillard informed Time that musicians had not used choirs much in recent years, so Kanye’s use of choirs was a bit refreshing.¹²⁴

Kanye’s music, while divisive, has also be heralded as revolutionary in the genre of gospel music. He has transcended the conversation of “Christian rapper vs. rapper who is Christian” to one of the leaders in changing the sound of gospel music. Many Christians are still hesitant to accept West’s transition to gospel music. When discussing the controversy surrounding Kanye West’s music, Richard Smallwood, gospel singer, and songwriter, informed Time Magazine, “The traditional Christian church has always frowned upon anything that is new and innovative.”¹²⁵

¹²⁵ Ibid.
Smallwood continues by discussing the importance of Kanye attracting the youth to the gospel message. “[Kanye’s music] has to be contemporary because it has to reach the young people,” Smallwood claims. Alisha Lola Jones, Professor of ethnomusicology at Indiana University Bloomington, informs readers that the controversy surrounding the songs and lyrics speak to youth who grew up in both secular and religious households.¹²⁶ A Hip-Hop artist speaking to young people should not be surprising because that is the demographic that created and formed Hip-Hop. Now the genre has crossed over, in many ways, to become a significant influence in gospel music.

¹²⁶ Ibid.
CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION

Slowly, churches are beginning to change to adopt a style of worship that incorporates Hip-Hop culture. The culture has gone from one that youth created to counter-act mainstream culture to one that has become mainstream culture. In less than fifty years, Hip-Hop has gone from a small party idea to the most consumed form of music in the world. As beliefs and perceptions of Hip-Hop have changed, Christianity is attempting to adapt to it. There does not have to be a war between the two because they have always been linked.

The youth started, designed, understood, and spoken by the youth. This relationship with young people led to a generational divide that is slowly coming to an end. Reynard N. Blake expressed this generational gap by saying:

To Black baby boomers, rap music may sound like incoherent, nonsensical noise with strong, overbearing beats packaged on television videos with scantily clad, gyrating women and men with gaudy jewelry (otherwise known as the “bling”) and sagging pants. However, to Black youth, rap music is the medium where their hopes, aspirations, fears, and anger are expressed. Moreover, rap music represents to Black youth a form of individual self-expression where there are no rules and where their culture is defined and celebrated. In short, rap serves as the “noize” of Black youth and reminds America that they have their own leadership, their own views, and are a socioeconomic and political force.127

In the same way that Hip-Hop has redefined how the outside world sees black culture, it has the opportunity also to redefine how we look at Christianity and Christian music.

The conversation between Hip-Hop and Christianity does not have to be one that is at odds. It can be one that continually gives and takes, as it has been doing since the inception of the art form.

Religious conversations within Hip-Hop songs have been present since the beginning of the genre. The art form has a history of rich theology doing well; for example, Kanye West’s Jesus walks, Chance the Rapper’s Coloring Book, and MC Hammer’s Pray have all done well commercially. Regardless, those who do not understand or do not wish to understand the culture have demonized it to the point where its shortcomings are consistently on display. This demonization includes cases of murder, rape, and indecency being blamed on the musical genre.

These consistent attempts to censor rap from the highest levels of government, including the wife of the Vice-President of the United States, have all failed, and the art form continues to grow and remain relevant in modern times. Not only has the consumption of Hip-Hop not slowed down, but consumers are consuming it at higher rates than ever. This hike in sales is not only the case for secular rap, but Christian centered rap as well. Artists like Lecrae and NF sales continue to soar as they continue with their careers. This is a fact that must be taken to account by detractors like Rev. G Craig Lewis must even wonder about. Hip-Hop has continued to soar to heights that were once thought impossible.

Hip-Hop culture has become more open to religious expression in recent years. Joseph “Run” Simmons, one of the members of legendary Hip-Hop group Run-DMC, has become noticeable for becoming a Reverend and is being referred to as Rev. Run. DMX, once known for his dark lyrics, began hosting Bible Studies on Instagram during the coronavirus quarantine. Kanye West began to tour the country with his gospel choir, the Samples. Many other artists have been open with the public about their religious beliefs. The conversation between Hip-Hop and Christianity is becoming more about the
positive impact they have on each other. The two cultures have gone from competing to influencing each other.

Fred Lynch, one of the founding members of Preachers In Disguise, best describes the reason why embodying both cultures is essential. “You connect with that culture by embodying them. To me, it is the whole concept of incarnation. ‘And the Word became Flesh, and it dwelt among us,’” Lynch tells Les Carlsen, lead vocalist for the controversial Christian rock band, Blood Good.128 “I love how it says in The Message,” Lynch continues, “‘The Word put on flesh and moved into the neighborhood, and it was just like everyone else in the neighborhood.”129 He continued:

That’s the beauty, to me, of the whole Gospel is that whatever culture you’re from the gospel can embody that culture and show the goodness of that culture and bring it out whether it’s Bloodgood, whether it’s PID, whether it’s trap music, whether it’s rockabilly. Whatever the case is, it’s just saying ‘look this is culture, and God so loves this culture that he will embody himself in the face of that culture just to connect with that culture.’130

To Lynch, it is a part of the Gospel to not only go into the world of Hip-Hop, as stated by Kurtis Blow but to embody that culture to reach the people of that culture.

---

128 This is a reference to John 1:14
129 John 1:14 from the Message reads: “The Word became flesh and blood, and moved into the neighborhood. We saw the glory with our own eyes, the one-of-a-kind glory, like Father, like Son, Generous inside and out, true from start to finish.”
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